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eUroPeAN 
ProCUreMeNT 
LAW SerIeS
The publications in the EU Public Procurement law 

Series consider the current state of law in the EU 

and looks into the interpretation, implementation and 

practice in a range of member States. The books are 

written by a group of European academic experts of 

which several members give legal advice in the field of 

public procurement.

dJØF PUBlIShInG 



oUTSIde The ProCUreMeNT  
dIreCTIveS - INSIde The  
TreATy?
dacIan draGoS & roBErTo caranTa (EdS.)

most procurement contracts passed in the 
EU escape the full rigour of the application 
of the 2004 directives since they are either 
below the threshold or concern non-priority 
services. The court of justice has however 
held that the general principles of the non-
discrimination and transparency apply to 
contracts which, because of their subject 
matter, value or other characteristics, 

present a cross-border interest. member States and procuring 
entities have been given some guidance by the case law and the 
commission on what is needed to comply with the said principles, 
but for the most part they themselves have to fill the blank spaces 
in the regulatory framework.
This book provides the reader with information on how a number 
of relevant jurisdictions in the EU have responded to the call by 
the court of justice, highlighting both best practices and areas of 
uncertainties. 

424 PP / Pb. / 1ST edITIoN 2012 / APProx € 47 - £ 41 

The IN-hoUSe ProvIdINg  
IN eUroPeAN LAW
marIo comBa & STEEn TrEUmEr (EdS.)

Externalisation of contracts is not man-
dated by EU law, the member States being 
free to provide the goods and services 
they need through their own organisations 
(in-house). In the latter situation, EU public 
procurement law does not apply. To avoid 
the abuse of in-house arrangements, the 
case law of the court of justice has slowly 

developed the notion of in-house. of lately, the court of justice 
has considered the application of its case law to the co-operation 
between contracting authorities to provide the goods and services 
in common. The book, beside bringing up to date the developments 
in the case law of the court of justice, examines in a comparative 
perspective how a number of relevant member States have finally 
adapted their national law to comply with that case law, while at 
the same time availing themselves of the option not to externalise 
given contracts.

214 PP / Pb. / 1ST edITIoN 2010 / APProx € 37 - £ 29 

The LAW of greeN ANd SoCIAL 
ProCUreMeNT IN eUroPe
roBErTo caranTa & marTIn TrYBUS (EdS.)

Green and social considerations are today 
strategic in public procurement law and 
policy to make the most of taxpayers’ 
money by pursuing both value for money 
and other important public policies. The 
2004 procurement directives allow some 
scope for including green and social con-
cerns in the procurement process, but the 
precise limits in which this is permissible 

have yet to be fully clarified in the case law. at the same time, 
a number of specific EU regulations and directives are pushing 
procuring entities to buy green.
The analysis covers the EU internal market law of green and so-
cial procurement with emphasis on the interpretation, implemen-
tation and practice in a number of member States representative 
of different legal traditions and includes a comparative study.

329 PP / Pb. / 1ST edITIoN 2010 / APProx € 56 - £ 45 

eNforCeMeNT of The eU PUbLIC 
ProCUreMeNT rULeS 
STEEn TrEUmEr & FrançoIS lIchèrE (EdS.)

The field of EU public procurement law 
is one of the few fields of EU law where 
a very developed enforcement regime is 
in place. Furthermore, recent legislation 
and practice from the European court 
of Justice ensures an even higher level of 
effectiveness than previously. The analysis 
focus on national enforcement of the EU 
public procurement rules as enforcement 

mainly takes place at national level and the recent changes intro-
duced with remedies directive 2007/66 are important but also 
unclear on substantial points. The new remedy ineffectiveness of 
concluded contracts will be given particular attention in the publi-
cation. Enforcement at supranational level will also be considered 
with emphasis on the possible interaction between national and 
supranational enforcement of the rules. 

214 PP / Pb. / 1ST edITIoN 2011 / APProx € 58 - £ 46 


